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2015 BURGUNDY
Mother Nature smiles
I happened to be staying in Pernand-Vergelesses in early September 2015 and can recall
just how much everyone was smiling during the harvest - always a good sign!
The hot, dry summer gave a really healthy crop of fully ripe grapes that have resulted in
rich, concentrated wines of immense charm and promise. The warmth suited the black
grapes better, producing intense flavours, high quality, fully ripe tannins and retaining
acidities sufficient to balance their opulence. Whilst for the chardonnay there was the
potential threat of high alcohol levels and a lack of acidity, those we have selected, especially those with cooler vineyard sites, have done incredibly well.
Tasting through the vintage I am thrilled that my earlier hopes have been completely realised and all those smiling pickers knew what they were getting involved with. These 2015s
remind me of a combination of 2005, with it's perfect structures, sensational complexities
and the sublimely ripe, generously opulent and luscious 2009's.
So, I'm going out on a limb here, by saying I believe these are best examples to have come
from Burgundy in the past 20 years!
The wines selected in this offer will deliver in spades, with a combination of sensational
early drinking whites and a split between some cellar worthy reds and some that will be
delicious to drink, even as early as this summer.
As for price, there's no denying they are not cheap because stocks are limited, demand is
very high and the exchange rate is not helping. Yet despite these factors, this vintage
represents sensational value for money and on the top levels, a very good investment
too. To allow you to enjoy a wider range of wines many are now offered as 6-packs.
Please call myself and my team to discuss the wines in further detail and to place your
orders.
Best wishes

Domaine Gérard Thomas et Filles

Gérard Thomas and family

The day-to-day running of this fine domaine is now in
the highly capable hands of Gérard’s two daughters,
Anne and Isabelle. Their technical training has resulted
in fresher, purer wines with more precise flavours. All the
wines are now barrel-fermented and the quality of the
Saint Aubin Champ Tirant has improved tremendously
as a result.
Les Murgers des Dents de Chien, situated just a few
hundred metres above Le Montrachet itself, remains
one of the bargains of the Côte de Beaune, offering
Puligny-Montrachet quality at a Saint Aubin price.

White

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

145.00

12

185.00

12

235.00

12

235.00

6

182.50

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru La Garenne

6

185.00

Meursault 1er Cru Blagny

6

185.00

Bourgogne Chardonnay
Crisp, fresh chardonnay, 100% barrel-fermented from a vineyard in
the Hautes Côtes just above the village of Saint Aubin. Drink 20172018.

Saint Aubin Champ Tirant
Champ Tirant lies adjacent to premier cru Les Castets and in my
opinion makes wine just as good. Premier cru quality at a village
price. Drink 2017-2019.

Saint Aubin 1er Cru Murgers des Dents de Chien
From a splendid vineyard bordering Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru La
Garenne. High in altitude where the tempertaures are cooler, a big
advantage in a hot summer such as 2015. This is rich and powerful
with lovely balance of ripe fruit and crisp acidity.
Drink 2017-2020.

Saint Aubin 1er Cru La Chatenière
La Chatenière is lower on the slope just above the village of Gamay
as the N6 drops towards Puligny and Chassagne-Montrachet. More
forward and opulent with fine, honeyed fruit and a long finish. Already delicious, no need to wait for this.
Drink 2017-2020.

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chenevottes
A relatively new addition to the domaine. This fine, east-facing
premier cru gives a refined, elegant wine, full of fruit and freshness.
Drink 2017-2020.
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Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot
Jean-Marc picked early and quickly, gathering all the
white grapes in just two days, 3rd and 4th of
September in order to retain much-needed acidity.
Yields were lower than in 2014 due to the dry summer
but the fruit was ripe, healthy and concentrated.
Jean-Marc likens the vintage to 2012 with ripe fruit
flavours, generous textures and long aftertastes. The
cooler appellations such as Montagny and Saint
Romain were particularly successful and his
Chassagnes are as good as ever.

Jean-Marc Pillot

White

Bourgogne Chardonnay Les Grands Champs

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

145.00

12

155.00

12

220.00

6

177.50

6

180.00

6

262.50

6

1495.00

From a small plot of old vines just below the village of Chassagne, partly
fermented in stainless steel and partly in small oak barrels. Rich and concentrated, magnificent quality for a Bourgogne. Drink 2017-2019.

Montagny Les Bassets
A new vineyard for Jean-Marc and an immediate success. Beautiful,
pure fruit, ripe and generous yet crisp and fresh at the same time. Already delicious but will age gracefully in the medium term.
Drink 2017-2020.

Saint Romain La Périère
Great value village in the Côte de Beaune. Higher in altitude, it has a
freshness and degree of minerality rarely found in 2015. Drink 2017-2020.

Chassagne-Montrachet
Jean-Marc’s vines lie predominantly on the border between
Chassagne and Puligny just below grand cru Bienvenues-Bâtard-Montrachet.
Rich and concentrated. Drink 2017-2020.

Puligny-Montrachet Les Noyers Bret
From a single climat to the south-west of the village. A little firmer and
more closed than the Chassagne. Great potential. Drink 2017-2020.

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chenevottes
Splendid, north-east facing premier cru planted with the oldest vines of
the domaine. Impressive concentration and intensity of flavour and fantastic, long aftertaste. Drink 2017-2021.

Chevalier-Montrachet
Jean-Marc makes only one barrel of this fabulous grand cru each year.
Fermented and aged for twelve months in a one year old pièce from
François Frères. Rich and concentrated, deserves a year or two in bottle but will be magnificent. Drink 2018-2022.
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Domaine Jean-Marc Pillot (continued…)
Red

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

Santenay Les Champs Claude Rouge

6

107.50

Chassagne-Montrachet Vieilles Vignes Rouge

6

120.00

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Clos St Jean Rouge

6

262.50

Chassagne-Montrachet Les Macherelles rouge

6

155.00

Chassagne-Montrachet Morgeot Rouge

6

197.50

3

Domaine Vincent et François Jouard
Vincent Jouard looks after the vines whilst brother
François takes charge of the cellar. François
continues to fine-tune the oak regime, reserving
the stronger Vosges oak for the more structured
wines such as the premiers crus Morgeot and
Maltroie, whilst favouring the refined Allier oak
for the crisper, more elegant Champs Gains and
Chaumées.
The brothers’ grand cru Bâtard-Montrachet
continues to be one of the finest wines of the
village.
White

Chassagne-Montrachet Vieilles Vignes

François Jouard
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

6

160.00

6

210.00

6

215.00

6

225.00

6

225.00

6

750.00

This is made from the oldest (most over fifty years) vines in three of
the domaine’s finest plots; Plante du Gaie, Clos Devant and Meix
Goudard. Premier cru quality as a result with fine, ripe fruit and
good, crisp acidity. Drink 2017-2019.

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champs Gains
Aged in 25% new barrels, made from Allier oak at the local tonnellerie Chassin in Chagny. Open and aromatic, this is the most forward of the estate’s premiers crus and is already delicious. Drink
2017-2019.

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru La Maltroie
Fuller, firmer wine with more body and concentration. Three out of
the eight barrels produced are new Vosges oak which is ideally
suited to such a powerful wine. Drink 2017-2020.

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot Les Fairendes
From Les Fairendes, the best part of Morgeot nearest the village.
Rich, concentrated wine with excellent balance of fruit and acidity.
Drink 2017-2020.

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Chaumées ‘Clos de la Truffière’
Magnificent north-east facing climat that captures all the morning
sun. Relatively high on the slope with a chalky soil that gives fine
minerality to the wine. Deserves a couple of years in bottle. Drink
2018-2020.

Bâtard-Montrachet
Only one and a half barrels made of this powerful, concentrated
wine. Rich and opulent with masses of ripe, honeyed fruit and
great length on the finish. Drink 2018-2020.
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Domaine Alain Chavy
Brothers Alain and Jean-Louis divided the family
domaine between themselves in 2003 and, ever
since, have made very different styles of Puligny.
Alain likes to pick early (August 28 to September 2
in 2015) to retain good acidity in the grapes. The
wines are then fermented and aged for eighteen
months in barrel in the new underground cellar
he built behind his house at the southern end of
the village. It’s one of the few underground
cellars in Puligny and one of the coldest so the
wines develop more slowly and require time in
bottle to show at their best.
White

Puligny-Montrachet

Alain Chavy
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
(IN BOND

6

187.50

6

199.50

6

265.00

6

265.00

6

1410.00

Alain now uses more 450 litre demi-muids to vinify his Puligny, resulting
in a fresher, less overtly oaky wine. Crisp and mineral, with fine purity
of fruit, a great food wine.
Drink 2018-2020.

Puligny-Montrachet Les Charmes
Vinified separately as it invariably produces a richer, more intense
wine, not surprising as it is sandwiched between Meursault 1er Cru
Charmes and Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Referts.
Drink 2018-2020.

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Clavoillons
The most elegant of Alain’s premiers crus with fine, delicate texture
and delicious, soft fruit.
Drink 2018-2020.

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Folatières
Alain is one of the largest land-owners in Les Folatières with 1.3 hectares. The most powerful premier cru in the cellar, rich and long, with
fine minerality.
Drink 2018-2020.

Chevalier-Montrachet
Alain makes just two barrels of this supreme grand cru. Rich and
concentrated with an extremely long finish.
Drink 2018-2021.
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Domaine Jean-Louis Chavy
Jean-Louis makes a more forward, fruitier style of
Puligny than his brother Alain. Jean-Louis picks a
few days later so the grapes are riper and the
resulting wines are softer and rounder with lower
acidity and are bottled earlier in November or
December, fourteen months after the harvest.
Yields were lower in 2015 giving additional weight
and concentration. This is a splendid source of
ripe, fruity Puligny, delicious relatively early but
with the balance to age well in the medium term.
Jean-Louis Chavy

White

Puligny-Montrachet

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
(IN BOND

6

145.00

6

215.00

A ripe, stylish, fruity Puligny, fermented and aged in 20% new oak casks
from four different tonnelleries; Damy, Remond, Gillet and Vicard.
Forward and open, this has splendid, fresh fruit and a soft, silky texture.
Absolutely delicious. Drink 2017-2019.

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Perrières
Les Perrières is one of Puligny’s finest premiers crus, situated mid-slope
with splendid drainage due to the poor, stoney soil. Fermented and
aged for twelve months in 25% new oak barrels. Lovely, pure, honeyed
fruit on the palate and a long, rich finish. Drink 2018-2020.
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Domaine Jacques Carillon
Jacques Carillon continues to make a brilliant
range of Puligny, as good as any in the village. The
harvest started a week earlier than in 2014 as a
result of the dry, warm summer, running from
September 2nd to September 6th. Yields were
lower than in 2014 with a natural concentration and
resultant intense flavours. Quality is superb with
Jacques managing to retain much-needed acidity
in the wines.
Jacques Carillon

White
1ERS CRUS ON ALLOCATION, PLEASE REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

ESTIMATED PRICES

Puligny-Montrachet

6

217.50e

6

312.50e

6

322.50e

6

322.50e

6

325.00e

Jacques has vines in several climats around the village and
makes a beautifully poised wine with fine, honeyed fruit allied to
crisp acidity. Vinified in 20% new oak barrels. This needs a couple
of years to
develop in bottle but first class village Puligny. Drink
2018-2021

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Macherelles
The domaine’s only premier cru in Chassagne. Situated just
above the village where the clay soil gives a rounder, fleshier
wine.
Absolutely delicious, more forward and less expensive
than the Puligny 1ers Crus. Drink 2018-2021.

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champs Canet
The most accessible of the Puligny premiers crus but the old vines
dating from 1972 give a rich, concentrated wine that ages splendidly.
Drink 2018-2022.

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Perrières
The deeper, stonier soil gives a powerful wine, less aromatic than
the Champs Canet at present but with great depth and potential.
Drink 2019-2023.

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Referts
Combines the strength of Perrières with the finesse of Champs
Canet. Open and aromatic but with fine ageing ability. Drink
2018-2023.
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Domaine Henri Darnat

Henri Darnat

Henri Darnat and his wife Marion took over the
family domaine in 2000. Since then, he has
converted the estate to organic viticulture and
established contracts with the owners of a further
fifteen hectares to purchase their grapes.
Henri believes in picking at full ripeness and
believes in waiting for the optimum moment.
Somehow, he has managed to retain fine acidity
in the fruit in 2015, producing a magnificent
range of wines, the ripe, honeyed fruit is
balanced by crisp, mouthwatering acidity.

White

Bourgogne Chardonnay La Jumalie

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

115.00

6

157.50

6

175.00

6

225.00

6

230.00

6

230.00

Lovely wine, partly vinified in stainless steel and partly in tank. The
accent is on the fruit with just a hint of oak. Fantastic value, delicious young but with the potential to age gracefully. Drink 20172019.

Meursault Clos du Domaine
One of the very best village Meursaults, aged in 25% new oak casks.
Henri prefers Vosges oak as it marries well with his powerful, intense
wines. Rich and opulent with fine freshness. Drink 2017-2020.

Puligny-Montrachet
Crisper and a little leaner than the Meursault. This is more mineral in
style. Usually needs a year or two in bottle to open up but in 2015 is
already delicious. Drink 2017-2020.

Meursault 1er Cru Clos Richemont
The smallest premier cru of Meursault, just 0.74 hectares and a
monopole of the domaine. Most of the vines are 60 years old and
give a rich, spicy wine with concentrated fruit and long, savoury
finish. The wine spends 12 months in oak followed by a further six
months in vat before bottling. Drink 2017-2021.

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Perrières
Fine, stylish premier cru from the middle of the slope where the
drainage is perfect and the stony soil gives great minerality to the
wine.
Floral and aromatic with beautiful purity of fruit. Great freshness and
elegance. Drink 2018-2021.

Meursault 1er Cru Goutte d’Or
Richer and more concentrated than the Richemont, classic
Meursault with masses of ripe fruit and just the right amount of oak.
Drink 2018-2021.
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Domaine Michel Bouzereau et Fils
For the first time in four years, Jean-Baptiste picked a
decent-sized crop, with yields as high as 55 hl/ha for
the Bourgogne and village Meursault. Despite the
hot summer, there was sufficient rain to prevent the
vines being overly stressed and by the end of
August, Jean-Baptiste decided that it was time to
harvest the perfectly healthy and ripe fruit. All the
wines are well-balanced, between 12.5% and 13.2%
natural alcohol and with sufficient acidity to
guarantee good ageing potential.
Overall, a
splendid range of wines.

Jean-Baptiste Bouzereau

White

Bourgogne Chardonnay

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

185.00

6

197.50

6

272.50

6

318.00

6

318.00

Half the vines are in Puligny and half in Meursault so not surprisingly
this is very good indeed. Vinified in a mixture of 228 litre and 500 litre
casks (15% new oak), this is of exemplary quality and better than
many estate’s Meursaults. Drink 2017-2019.

Meursault Les Grands Charrons
Jean-Baptiste’s best value Meursault from a fine, east-facing climat
just above the village. All barrel-fermented with 20% new oak, this
has wonderful, honeyed fruit and excellent length on the finish.
Drink 2018-2020.

Meursault 1er Cru Blagny
Splendid premier cru high up on the Meursault-Puligny border.
Combines the richness of Meursault with the minerality of Puligny.
Crisp and fresh with ripe, apple fruit and rich, generous texture.
Drink 2018-2021.

Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières
Jean-Baptiste’s vines lie in the upper section of Les Genevrières
where the slope is steeper and the soil stonier. Intense, concentrated wine of great power and class.
Drink 2018-2022.

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champs Gains
Elegant, harmonious wine combining the finesse of Puligny with the
power of Meursault. Beautiful, pure fruit, supple texture and crisp,
long aftertaste. Drink 2017-2021.
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Domaine Yves Boyer-Martenot
Vincent Boyer

Vincent Boyer has taken over the running of this
famous Meursault domaine from his father Yves
but the estate continues to make rich, honeyed
Meursault that drinks really well relatively young.
However, the wines also have greater elegance
than in the past and by picking earlier than his
father, Vincent is making wines that have greater
acidity and ageing potential.
2015 was the largest crop since 2011, a generous
harvest of ripe, healthy concentrated fruit.

White

Bourgogne Aligoté

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

110.00

12

165.00

6

160.00

6

177.50

6

199.50

6

299.50

6

337.50

From vines in the commune of Meursault, harvested at full maturity
to give a rich, ripe flavour and then fermented in 3-6 year old barrels. Fresh and ripe with a lovely, juicy texture. Drink 2017-2018.

Bourgogne Chardonnay
Splendid quality, from well-positioned vines in Meursault and vinified
with the same care and technique. Great value. Drink 2017-2019.

Meursault Cuvée Fernand Boyer
Four high quality vineyards make up this splendid cuvée; Les Pelles,
Sous la Velle, Au Moulin Landau and Le Pré de Manche. Beautiful
purity of fruit allied to crisp acidity. Fine quality. Drink 2017-2019.

Meursault En L’Ormeau
The oldest vines of the domaine, planted in 1924. Rich and opulent,
with great concentration and length on the finish. Drink 2017-2019.

Puligny-Montrachet Les Reuchaux
Crisper and more mineral than Vincent’s Meursaults. These vines,
planted immediately after the Second World War, came from his
maternal grandmother. Drink 2017-2020.

Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières
Fantastic, opulent, archetypal Meursault. Rich and honeyed yet
with fine freshness and purity of fruit. Drink 2017-2020.

Meursault 1er Cru Perrières
The domaine’s finest premier cru. Taut and mineral but with excellent ripeness and magnificent length on the finish. Drink 2017-2020.
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Domaine Vincent Latour
Vincent Latour

Since taking over from his father, Jean, in 1998,
Vincent Latour’s wines have been highly praised
both in Burgundy and further afield.
Vincent vinifies the fruit from 11 hectares of
vineyards in Meursault and Chassagne. As well as
the more usual small (225l) and medium (600l) oak
barrels, he has a range of 2500 litre oak foudres
made for him by the tonnellerie Rousseau, which,
due to their size, had to be assembled sur place.
Vincent finds the wines aged in the foudres are
fresher and fruitier than those aged in barrel.
White

Meursault Cuvée Saint Jean

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

6

170.00

6

170.00

6

177.50

6

245.00

6

277.50

6

335.00

From three lieu dits in the heart of Meursault. Vinified 60% in large
foudres and 40% in 600l demi-muids. Fulll, rich and creamy with
lovely honeyed fruit and a fresh finish. Drink 2017-2019.

Meursault Clos Magny
The warm, gravelly soil makes this the first vineyard to be picked
each year. The ripeness of the fruit is well-balanced by fine, crisp
acidity and this will drink well upon release. Drink 2017-2019.

Meursault Les Grands Charrons
Cooler vineyard due to the higher altitude and easterly exposure
and therefore harvested later. Rich, concentrated wine that retains
good acidity and finishes long and harmoniously. Drink 2017-2020.

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot
The domaine owns just 0.22 hectares of this fine 1er Cru. Lovely
weight and concentration coupled with fine freshness and minerality.
Drink 2017-2020.

Meursault 1er Cru Charmes
Vinified in demi-muids and small barrels, this is rich and generous yet
retains crisp acidity and finishes long. Drink 2017-2020.

Meursault 1er Cru Perrières
The finest premier cru of Meursault of which Vincent owns 0.18
hectares. The most mineral wine in this cellar with beautiful crisp fruit
and rich, opulent texture. Drink 2018-2021.
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Domaine Parisse
This estate is based in Fuissé but owns land in the
Mâcon, Saint Véran, Pouilly-Vinzelles, Pouilly-Loché
and Pouilly-Fuissé appellations. Owned and run by
Christophe Thibert and his sister Sandrine, the
wines display immense charm and personality.
Vinification is in a mixture of small oak barrels,
larger demi-muids and foudres as well as a
number of stainless steel vats.
Christophe picked early in 2015, at the end of
August, and the wines have fine freshness as well
as richness and concentration as a result.
White

Mâcon-Verzé

Christophe Thibert
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

135.00

12

185.00

12

185.00

12

200.00

12

200.00

12

200.00

Christophe has four hectares of vines within the commune of Verzé,
just to the north of the Pouilly-Fuissé appellation. Vinified in a mixture
of
stainless steel and oak, this is fresh and fruity with masses of
delicious, ripe fruit. Drink 2017-2018.

Saint-Véran Champ Rond
Same vinification but has more depth and a riper, longer finish. An
impressive example of the appellation. Drink 2017-2019.

Pouilly-Loché
The smallest (just 32 hectares in total) and hence least-known of the
Pouilly appellations so often the best value. This is rich and generous and better than many a Pouilly-Fuissé. Drink 2017-2019.

Pouilly-Loché En Chantone
Splendid, single vineyard planted with old vines. Vinified mainly in
450 litre demi-muids. Beautiful, pure fruit with fine freshness as well
lush, honeyed fruit. Has the depth to age gracefully. Drink 20172019.

Pouilly-Vinzelles Les Longeays
Similar vinification to En Chantone. The richer soil gives a more
structured wine whilst retaining masses of ripe fruit. Deeply impressive, a great example of the appellation. Drink 2017-2019.

Pouilly-Fuissé
100% barrel-fermented, this is the domaine’s most concentrated
wine. Rich and aromatic with just the right amount of oak. Drink
2017-2019.

12

Domaine Saumaize-Michelin
Roger and Christine Saumaize run the finest estate of
Vergisson in the heart of the Pouilly-Fuissé appellation.
Their 14 hectare domaine is cultivated biodynamically
and the wines are vinified in the underground cellar
adjacent to their house at the top of the village.
Yields in 2015 were 20% lower than in 2014, principally as
a result of the dry summer that gave ripe, concentrated
fruit but without much juice. The 2015s are richer and
more opulent with slightly higher levels of alcohol. By
picking earlier, in the first week of September, Roger
managed to retain much-needed acidity and the wines
display fine freshness and vitality.
White

Roger Saumaize
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

Mâcon Villages

12

145.00

Mâcon-Vergisson La Roche

12

155.00

Saint Véran Villages

12

150.00

Saint Véran Les Crèches

12

165.00

12

200.00

12

215.00

6

112.50

6

117.50

This comes from the part of Clos sur La Roche that extends just outside
the Pouilly-Fuissé appellation. Fermented in a mixture of 225 litre and 450
litre casks, of which 20% are new. This is a ripe, elegant wine with lovely
fruit and long, crisp finish. Drink 2017-2019.

The vines, in the neighbouring village of Davayé, are now all over 20
years old and giving marvellous wine. Rich and concentrated with a
fine close-knit texture, this is of Pouilly-Fuissé quality and consequently
superb value. Drink 2017-2019.

Pouilly-Fuissé Pentacrine
From the chalkier soils of the estate, this has fine vitality allied to the ripe,
opulent fruit. Drink 2017-2019.

Pouilly-Fuissé Vigne Blanche
The solid limestone base to this vineyard gives great minerality even in a
hot year such as 2015. Rich, honeyed fruit and long, clean finish.
Drink 2017-2020.

Pouilly-Fuissé Les Ronchevats
More clay in the soil here which gives a denser, richer wine. Big and
concentrated, rich and oaky, a real treat. Drink 2017-2020.

Pouilly-Fuissé Clos sur La Roche
This vineyard is just behind the Saumaize’s cellar, next to the Rocher of
Vergisson (the cliff above the village). The complex stony soil gives a
wine with both richness and finesse. Drink 2017-2020.
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Domaine Stéphane Aladame

Stéphane Aladame

Stéphane Aladame created his domaine from
scratch at the age of 18. Starting with just under 3
hectares he has since extended his holding to 7.5
hectares. No synthetic pesticides or herbicides are
used in the vineyards and Stéphane is flexible with
regard to winemaking, adapting the proportion of
oak to suit the needs of each individual wine. The
summer of 2015 gave rich, opulent wines which will
drink well upon release.

White

Montagny 1er Cru Les Vignes Derrière

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

205.00

12

205.00

12

225.00

6

125.00

6

137.50

Stéphane’s finest premier cru which in 2015 was vinified 40% in barrel
and 60% in stainless steel vats. Displays beautiful, ripe fruit and builds
on the palate to a magnificent, long finish. Drink 2017-2019.

Montagny 1er Cru Sélection Vieilles Vignes
From the oldest vines in four premiers crus; Platières, Las, Gouresses
and Creux de Beaux Champs. The concentrated fruit from these old
vines is fermented entirely in small oak casks, of which 15% are new.
Dense, rich and concentrated with a long aftertaste. Drink 20172019.

Domaine de la Ferté
Bought by the Devillard family in 2010 and covering 2.5
hectares in Givry. With an average vine age of 35
years, this is fine, fruity Givry with lovely depth and a ripe,
succulent texture. The 1er Cru Servoisine is widely
regarded as the best vineyard in Givry, giving wines with
both ripeness and structure.
Red

Givry
From fruit on the south-facing Chaneverie slope of Givry. This is a
rich, succulent wine full of red and black cherry and blackberry fruit.
Elegant, fresh and harmonious, will age gracefully. Drink 2019-2024.

Givry Clos des Mortières
A new vineyard, purchased by the domaine in 2014. Premier cru
quality with masses of creamy, ripe fruit. Drink 2019-2025.

Givry 1er Cru Servoisine
Superb 0.67 hectare premier cru that is one of the warmest sites of
the Chalonnais. Has a dense, close-knit structure. Drink 2019-2026.
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Château de Chamirey

Amaury, Aurore
& Bertrand Devillard

Château de Chamirey, the leading estate in
Mercurey, is owned by the Devillard family. It
comprises 37 hectares of vines, much of which is
premier cru including the monopoles of La Mission
and Les Ruelles. Château de Chamirey is unusual
in producing fine white as well as red Mercurey.
The Devillards regularly declassify as much as 30%
of the production from premier cru to village
wine, a fact that explains the consistently high
quality of the Château de Chamirey wines.
White (other size bottles available—please see the Bottle Format List
at the end of the offer!)

Mercurey Blanc

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

220.00

6

137.50

6

175.00

12

220.00

6

167.50

6

167.50

Vinified 40% in 400 litre oak barrels and 60% in stainless steel vats, this
has a winning combination of fresh, ripe, honeyed fruit and soft,
generous texture. Drink 2017-2019.

Mercurey En Pierrelet
The oldest vines in the Pierrelet climat are vinified separately as they
produce wine of premier cru quality. Fermented in 400 litre barrels,
this is rich and opulent with impressive, long finish. Drink 2017-2019.

Mercurey 1er Cru La Mission Monopole
20% new oak on this dense, concentrated wine. High class chardonnay with masses of fruit and flavour. Drink 2017-2020.

Red (Magnums available –please enquire!)

Mercurey Rouge
Three premiers crus (Sazennay, Clos L’Evêque and Champs-Martins)
are declassified into this wine. Impressive richness with splendid red
and black fruits and a touch of toasty oak.
Drink 2018-2024.

Mercurey 1er Cru Clos du Roi
The Devillards own four plots totalling three hectares in Clos du Roi,
one of the best premiers crus of the appellation with a deep,
brown, clay and limestone soil. Aged in 30% new oak barrels, this
has masses of red fruits and a soft, succulent texture.
Drink 2018-2025.

Mercurey 1er Cru Les Ruelles
A monopole of the domaine with a distinctive red soil, high in iron
that gives a powerful, concentrated wine full of flavour. The firmer
tannins take a little longer to soften.
Drink 2019-2026.
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Domaine Rois Mages
Anne-Sophie Debavelaere founded this estate in
Rully in 1984 and has now been joined by her son
Felix, who recently won the coveted Jeunes
Talents trophy for the best new winemaker in
Burgundy.
Vinified in a beautiful vaulted cellar on the
outskirts of the old town, the white wines are well
balanced and elegant with just the right amount
of new oak. The reds are 100% destemmed and
have lovely bright flavours and rich, succulent
textures.
White

Rully Plante Moraine

Anne-Sophie Debavelaere
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

165.00

12

180.00

12

185.00

12

190.00

1.5 hectares of this red clay vineyard gives a soft, juicy, aromatic
wine which drinks really well when young. Fresh and lively with delicious honeyed fruit and gentle finish.
Drink 2017-2018.

Rully Les Chaponnières
Situated on the road towards Chagny, the deeper soil gives a fuller,
more concentrated wine. Lovely, rich, spicy nose followed by pure,
elegant fruit on the palate.
Drink 2017– 2019.

Rully Les Cailloux Blanc
The last vineyard to be picked each year. Situated high on the slope
where the stony soil gives an intense, mineral streak to the wine.
Crisp and clean with impressive bite and concentration.
Drink 2017-2019.
Red

Rully Les Cailloux Rouge
Two thirds of Les Cailloux is planted with Pinot Noir. A lovely, bright
wine full of red cherry fruit and just a little tannin to give sufficient
structure. Delicious succulent texture and sweet, fresh finish.
Drink 2018-2021.
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Domaine Berthenet
The Berthenets have been growing grapes at
Montagny Les Buxy, in the heart of the
Chalonnais for over 400 years but it is only
over the last ten or so years that Jean-Pierre
and François Berthenet have started bottling
their wine themselves. They vinify the majority
of the wines in stainless steel to preserve the
maximum of fruit. However, Les Coères, from
a wonderful south-west facing chalky
vineyard, is 100% barrel-fermented.

François & Jean-Pierre Berthenet

White

Montagny Tête de Cuvée

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

120.00

12

135.00

12

140.00

Soft and ripe with fresh, honeyed fruit and lovely, succulent texture. Forward and approachable, best to be enjoyed relatively
young. Drink 2017-2018.

Montagny 1er Cru
From four premier cru vineyards, this has more depth and bite. A
fuller, richer wine with a drier, longer finish.
Drink 2017-2019.

Montagny 1er Cru Saint Morille
The chalkier soil gives a crisper, more vibrant wine. Vinified in stainless
steel, this has lovely, pure fruit and a rich, generous texture.
Drink 2017-2019.
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Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard
Jean-Jacques runs the family domaine with his
wife Agnès and son Vincent. Over the past
fifteen years, he has built the estate up to twenty
hectares of vines stretching from Corton in the
north to Volnay in the south. The whites are now
as good as the impressive reds with delicious
wines being made in both Savigny and PernandVergelesses.
All the whites were picked as early as 5 o’clock in
the morning when temperatures averaged 8°C
and enabled the fruit to retain the maximum of
aroma. Great value throughout the range.
White

Bourgogne Aligoté

Jean-Jacques Girard

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

95.00

12

130.00

12

210.00

12

220.00

6

132.50

6

582.50

Vinified in stainless steel vats to preserve all the fruit, this is crisp,
clean and utterly delicious. Drink 2017-2018.

Bourgogne Chardonnay 'Combe d'Orange'
From a monopole vineyard just above the premiers crus of Savigny.
Planted in the 1990s, the vines are now twenty-five years old and
producing an impressive wine. Drink 2017-2019.

Pernand-Vergelesses Les Belles Filles
Well-sited climat just opposite grand cru Corton-Charlemagne. The
chalky soil gives highly-prized bite and minerality to the wine. Lovely
combination of ripe, honeyed fruit and crisp acidity. Drink 20172019.

Savigny-Lès-Beaune blanc
From a cooler sector of the appellation, high up above the village
and better suited to chardonnay than pinot noir. All barrelfermented, this is full and rich with lovely, ripe, floral fruit. Drink 20172019.

Pernand-Vergelesses 1er Cru Sous Frétille
South-facing premier cru situated immediately above the village of
Pernand-Vergelesses. Rich, concentrated wine, a mini CortonCharlemagne. Drink 2017-2020.

Corton-Charlemagne
From the south-facing section of Charlemagne in the commune of
Aloxe, this has not only depth and concentration but also a welcome, crisp streak of acidity. Drink 2017-2020.
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Red

Bourgogne Pinot Noir

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

135.00

12

175.00

6

122.50

6

125.00

6

142.50

6

142.50

6

142.50

6

142.50

6

330.00

Delicious, forward, ripe pinot noir from vines situated just below the
Savigny premiers crus. Drink 2017-2022.

Savigny-Lès-Beaune rouge
The Girards own several plots in Savigny and this is a splendid fusion
of soft, red fruit from the Beaune side of the village and the deeper,
more concentrated, tannic wines from near Aloxe-Corton. Drink
2018-2024.

Pernand-Vergelesses 1er Cru Les Vergelesses
Top premier cru close to the border with Aloxe-Corton. The wines
of Pernand always have a firm, tannic structure but this is complemented by lovely ripe flavours of both red and black fruits. Drink
2019-2026.

Savigny-Lès-Beaune 1er Cru Les Peuillets
An excellent premier cru adjacent to Beaune 1er Cru Clos du Roi.
Rich and vividly fruity but with sufficient tannin and structure to age
well. Drink 2019-2025.

Savigny-Lès-Beaune 1er Cru Les Lavières
The most age-worthy Savigny 1er Cru of the domaine planted with
many of the oldest vines. Lovely mixture of red and black fruits on
the nose together with a touch of spicy oak. Splendid concentration and long, lingering aftertaste. Drink 2019-2027.

Savigny-Lès-Beaune 1er Cru Les Narbantons
The vines are relatively young but this has surprising depth and richness. Beautiful, pure fruit and amazing freshness with fine, silky tannins and a long finish. Drink 2019-2026.

Beaune 1er Cru Clos du Roi
Clos du Roi is at the northern end of Beaune where the wines are
fruitier and less tannic. Ripe and round with a delicious, succulent
texture and refined tannins. Will come forward quite quickly and
give a huge amount of pleasure. Drink 2019-2026.

Aloxe-Corton
There is more clay in the soil here and the wines are firmer and
more structured as a result. This is ripe and generous, however, with
all the sunny character of the vintage. Drink 2019-2027.

Corton
The finest and most concentrated wine in the cellar. Full and firm,
tannic but with beautiful, generous fruit. Drink 2020-2028.
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Domaine de La Pousse d’Or

Patrick Landanger

White LIMITED, PLEASE ENQUIRE

This 17.5 hectare estate has been owned since 1997
by Patrick Landanger and in 2009, with the
acquisition of the Domaine Moine-Hudelot, he
added a glittering array of premiers and grands crus
in Chambolle-Musigny and Morey Saint Denis to the
original holdings in Volnay and Puligny. 2015 saw
the first biodynamic trials in the vineyard by new
regisseur Hubert Rossignol and the introduction of a
number of 800 litre clay amphora to the cellar. The
results have so pleased Patrick Landanger that more
amphora have been purchased to vinify the 2016
vintage.
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

ESTIMATED PRICES

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Le Cailleret

6

375.00e

6

260.00e

6

310.00e

6

382.50e

6

465.00e

6

11750.00e

6

1175.00e

From vines bought in 2004 from Domaine Chartron, this is fermented and aged in 350 litre oak casks. Ripe and honeyed but
also displays fine freshness and vitality. Drink 2018-2020.
Red

Chambolle-Musigny
Quintessential Chambolle with soft, succulent texture and beautifully pure, fresh fruit. Absolutely delicious. Drink 2020-2025.

Volnay 1er Cru Caillerets
This was partly vinified in the new clay amphora, the rest in oak
barrels, 30% of which were new. Masses of ripe red and black
fruits backed up with firm but ripe tannins. Drink 2020-2026.

Volnay 1er Cru Clos des 60 Ouvrées
This is a 2.5ha enclave within premier cru Les Caillerets. The shallow, stoney soil in this section gives a firmer, more concentrated
wine that will repay keeping admirably. Drink 2021-2028.

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Feusselottes
Lovely, aromatic pinot noir. Supremely elegant, full of berry fruits
and silky tannins. Delicious young but will age well. Drink 20212026.

Clos de La Roche
Full-bodied, firm wine. Dark fruits and powerful tannins. This has a
fine, close-knit texture and explosive aftertaste. Drink 2023-2028.

Bonnes-Mares
From the Chambolle section of Bonnes-Mares, and it shows.
Sweet and succulent with perfect balance and long finish. Drink
2022-2027.
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Domaine Amiot-Servelle

Christian Amiot

Christian Amiot inherited a number of vineyards
from his father Pierre in 2010 including parcels in
grands crus Charmes-Chambertin and Clos SaintDenis. Christian is now helped by his daughter,
Prune, who has joined the family estate having
spent a number of years working as an oenologist
for the négociant Jaffelin.
Yields were lower in 2015 but quality superb with the
fruit healthy and the wines averaging a perfect 13%
alcohol. Christian and Prune left 30% of the bunches
intact and reduced the amount of pigeage in order
to extract only the finest, ripest tannins.

Red LIMITED, PLEASE ENQUIRE

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

ESTIMATED PRICES

Bourgogne Pinot Noir

12

195.00e

6

210.00e

6

255.00e

6

405.00e

6

542.50e

6

987.50e

From vines in the commune of Chambolle. One of my favourite
Bourgognes combining freshness with real richness and generosity.
Drink 2019-2022.

Morey Saint Denis
Christian’s production of Morey increased dramatically when he
inherited his father’s vines. Morey remains the undervalued village
of the Côte de Nuits and this is a lovely example, combining the
charm of Chambolle with the majesty of Gevrey. Drink 2019-2026.

Chambolle-Musigny
Most of the bunches were destemmed in this cuvée which comes
from a number of plots just in front of the village. Brilliant Chambolle,
showing wonderlful, silky tannins and a soft, seductive texture.
Drink 2019-2026.

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Charmes
Fabulous premier cru just along the slope from Le Musigny and one
that lives up to its name. This is ripe and charming with fine freshness, opulent fruit and a long aftertaste. Drink 2020-2027.

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Derrière La Grange
The domaine owns over half this tiny (0.7ha) premier cru immediately to the south of grand cru Bonnes-Mares. Rich and ripe with more
structure and a fine, firm, long, gutsy finish. Drink 2022-2028.

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses
Everyone agrees that Amoureuses is grand cru quality and this is one
of the very best examples produced, displaying wonderful aroma,
great purity of fruit, silky tannins and a close-knit texture. Drink 20222028.
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Domaine des Perdrix
This estate was purchased in 1996 by Bertrand
Devillard who continues to run the domaine
together with his son Amaury and daughter Aurore.
The day to day wine-making is in the highly capable
hands of Robert Vernizeau who, as well as looking
after the vineyards, manages the cuverie in
Prémeaux-Prissey and the barrel cellar in GevreyChambertin. The jewel in the crown is the quasimonopole of Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Aux
Perdrix where the Devillards own 356 out of the 360
rows of vines. For the moment, the owner of the
remaining 1% refuses to sell.

Bertrand Devillard

White

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Terres Blanches

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

6

285.00

6

215.00

6

270.00

6

352.50

6

482.50

6

832.50

The chalky soil and cool microclimate makes this the best terroir in
Nuits for white wine. Rich and honeyed in 2015 with masses of ripe
chardonnay fruit and a generous dose of new oak. Drink 2018-2020.
Red (other bottle sizes available—please enquire)

Nuits-Saint-Georges
The domaine has three parcels of vines totalling one hectare on the
northern of Nuits bordering Vosne-Romanée. Aged in 40% new oak,
this is rich and spicy with tremendous aroma. Drink 2020-2026.

Vosne-Romanée
These vines adjoin grands crus Echézeaux and Clos Vougeot. Rich,
powerful wine with plenty of well-integrated tannin and magnificent
fruit. Drink 2020-2027.

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Aux Perdrix
Planted at unusually high density (13,000 vines per hectare). Great
depth and concentration with beautiful black fruits, ripe tannins and
a lovely, succulent texture. Drink 2021-2028.

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Aux Perdrix ‘Les 8 Ouvrées’
From the oldest section of Aux Perdrix comprising 8 ouvrées (1
ouvrée = 0.0428 hectares). Planted in 1922, these venerable vines
give a deeply impressive, generous wine of magnificent proportions.
Drink 2022-2030.

Echézeaux
The domaine owns land in the best two sections of this extensive
grand cru; Les Echézeaux Dessus and Quartier de Nuits. Aged in
90% new oak barrels, this is fabulously rich and concentrated with a
wonderful, intense, dark fruit flavour and long finish. Drink 2022-2030.
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Domaine Daniel Rion et Fils
This 18 hectare estate is run by brothers and sister
Olivier, Christophe and Pascale Rion. The
emphasis is on succulent, aromatic wines with
careful extraction of tannins so the grapes are
picked at full maturity, 100% de-stemmed and
fermented at a relatively low temperature in
order to extract the maximum of fruit. The wines
are then aged in the large underground cellar
adjoining the route nationale in Prémeaux-Prissey
with 35% new oak for the village wines, 50% new
oak for the premiers crus and 65% for the grands
crus.
Red

Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Grandes Vignes

Olivier Rion
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

6

172.50

6

215.00

6

245.00

6

271.00

6

503.00

6

544.00

The oldest vines of the domaine. Most of Les Grandes Vignes is
classified as premier cru but the Rion vines are not. As a result, this rich,
juicy wine with its beautiful fruit is brilliant value. Drink 2019-2024.

Vosne-Romanée Village
From three plots in Hauts Beaumonts, Ravioles and Croix Blanche that
are vinified together. Rich, generous wine with masses of ripe fruit and
carefully-extracted tannins. Drink 2019-2024.

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Vignes Rondes
This fine premier cru is on the northern side of Nuits in the direction of
Vosne and is planted with forty-five and sixty-five year old vines.
Combines the power of Nuits with the elegance of Vosne, a splendid
combination. Drink 2020-2026.

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Beaux-Monts
A beautiful, complete wine as you’d expect from one of Vosne’s finest
premiers crus located just above grand cru Echézeaux. Sumptuous,
glossy fruit, generous texture and silky tannins. Drink 2020-2026.

Clos Vougeot
From the southern, Monpertuis, section of the Clos just below Grands
Echézeaux. Full and firm, this is a little tighter and more tannic than the
Rions’ Echézeaux at present but has fine potential. Drink 2020-2028.

Echézeaux
This comes from a plot in Les Treux just next to Grands Echézeaux. Rich
and sumptuous with magnificent fruit and carefully-extracted, velvety
tannins. Drink 2020-2027.
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Domaine Bertrand Ambroise
This is a true family enterprise. Bertrand and Martine
Ambroise head up a 21 hectare domaine ably
assisted by their son François and daughter
Ludivine. The estate has been farmed organically
for many years and the style is one of rich, opulent
whites and full-bodied, powerful reds.
Yields were low in 2015 (only 18hl/ha in the Corton
vineyards) but quality high after a warm, dry
summer resulted in ripe, concentrated fruit.
Bertrand’s reds are the best since 2009, combining
the ripeness of that year with the freshness of 2010
- a winning combination.
White

Coteaux Bourguignons Lettre d’Eloise Chardonnay

Bertrand Ambroise
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

95.00

12

145.00

12

165.00

6

600.00

12

100.00

12

125.00

Named after Bertrand’s first grand-daughter. This is vinified partly in
stainless steel vats and partly in oak barrels. Lovely, ripe fruit with
plenty of freshness and vitality. Drink 2017-2018.

Bourgogne Chardonnay
From vines in Nuits but on the flatter land between the route nationale and the railway line. Fermented and aged in oak foudres,
newly purchased in 2015. The aim is to give the naturally rich, opulent wine additional structure without excessive new oak flavour.
Drink 2017-2019.

Hautes Côtes de Nuits blanc
Fermented in 400 litre demi-muids, 30% of which were new. The fruit
in the Hautes-Côtes ripens later and retains more acidity so this is
crisp and fresh, a more mineral wine with a longer finish. Drink 20172019.

Corton Charlemagne
Bertrand’s vines are in the east-facing, Ladoix section of Charlemagne which gives a full-bodied, concentrated wine. Fermented
and aged in 100% new oak casks, this is rich and powerful, a classic,
intense
Charlemagne. Drink 2017-2020.

Red

Coteaux Bourguignons Lettre d’Eloise Pinot Noir
Aged partly in stainless steel and partly in oak barrels, this has masses of ripe pinot noir fruit with just the right amount of oak. Drink 2018
-2020.

Bourgogne Pinot Noir
Shows the typicity of Nuits Saint Georges where all the vines are
situated. Great value, inexpensive, classy burgundy. Drink 20182022.
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Red

Côte-de-Nuits Villages

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

250.00

6

162.50

6

167.50

6

190.00

6

282.50

6

282.50

6

315.00

6

310.00

6

625.00

6

725.00

The vines are just next to premier cru Clos de la Maréchale and the
wine, aged in foudres and 400 litre casks, is rich and powerful with
the red and black fruit backed by lovely, fresh acidity. Drink 20192023.

Beaune 1er Cru Les Tuvilains
Shows all the fruit and softer texture of the village of Beaune. Ripe,
opulent wine with delicious fruit and succulent texture. Drink 20192024.

Nuits-Saint-Georges
Bertrand makes full-bodied, flavoursome Nuits. This has very ripe
black fruits on both nose and palate. Dense and structured with
plenty of ripe tannin and a long finish. Drink 2019-2025.

Gevrey Chambertin
From the Jeaunes Rois climat. This is lovely and juicy with masses of
fresh ripe fruit. Finishes sweet and long. Drink 2019-2025.

Vougeot 1er Cru Les Cras
Little-known premier cru adjoining grand cru Clos Vougeot. Rich,
cassis fruit on both nose and palate, this is especially fine with a
seductive texture and long finish. Drink 2019-2027.

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru En Rue de Chaux
This cru has a distinctive mixture of gravel and brown clay in the soil.
Well-structured as always with a lovely, concentrated fruit flavour
and impressive, long, firm finish. Drink 2020-2028.

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Vaucrains
One of the finest premiers crus of Nuits giving intense, concentrated,
tannic wines. Needs time but will be magnificent. Drink 2020-2030.

Corton Le Rognet
Aged in 100% new oak, this is an impressive wine with a magnificent,
dense, close-knit texture. Fabulous fruit quality and explosive finish.
Drink 2022-2032.

Clos Vougeot
Full-bodied, masculine wine. Packed with dark fruit and firm but
ripe tannins. Explosive finish - will be magnificent. Drink 2022-2032.

Echézeaux
A complete contrast to the Corton, this is supremely elegant with
silky tannins and wonderfully pure fruit. Drink 2022-2032.
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Domaine Henri Gouges
Pierre Gouges’s son, Grégory, is now in charge of
the wine-making at this venerable estate, assisted
by his cousin Antoine.
In 2015, he brought the harvest forward to
September 5th in order to avoid any trace of overripeness and picked quickly in six days to avoid the
rain forecast for the following week. Yields were low
(24 hl/ha) giving a fine range of rich, concentrated
wines. Despite the intensity of flavour, Gregory
intends to bottle early, in January 2017, in order to
preserve the maximum of fruit.
White LIMITED—PLEASE ENQUIRE

Bourgogne Pinot blanc

Grégory Gouges
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

220.00

6

387.50

6

207.50

6

245.00

6

262.50

6

345.00

6

600.00

Delicious, aromatic white made from the Gouges family’s own
selection massale of a mutant pinot noir found on the domaine in
the 1940s. Fresh and fruity but with real personality. Drink 2017-2019.

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru La Perrière blanc
The same selection massale. A really characterful wine, rich and
aromatic with fine minerality. Drink 2018-2020.
Red

Nuits-Saint-Georges
From eight parcels of vines throughout the appellation. Ripe and
fruity with fine depth and length on the finish. Drink 2020-2026.

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Chaignots
The domaine’s only premier cru on the northern side of Nuits where
the soil is lighter and the wines fruitier and less tannic. Drink 20212027.

Nuits-St-Georges 1er Cru Clos des Porrets-St Georges
One of the largest monopoles of the Côte de Nuits. 3.57ha of prime
thirty-five year old vines giving a dense, concentrated wine with
lovely weight and guts but no rough edges. Drink 2022-2028.

Nuits-St-Georges 1er Cru Les Pruliers
Fabulous wine which combines the aromatic quality of Chaignots
with the power of the Clos des Porrets. Drink 2022-2029.

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Saint-Georges
The application to the INAO for grand cru status seems to have
stalled but the quality isn’t in doubt. Rich, intense flavours with magnificent close-knit texture. Drink 2024-2030.
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Domaine Jacques Cacheux et Fils
Less wine than in 2014 but the lower yields and
warmer, drier summer gave magnificently rich and
concentrated wines. These are the finest Vosnes
from the Cacheux cellar since 2005 and 2009.
Patrice continues to vinify all his Vosne-Romanée
parcels separately so this is one of the rare Vosne
estates where you can see the difference that just a
few hundred metres makes without paying for the
premiers and grands crus.
The estate’s style remains one of rich, ripe fruit allied
to a healthy dose of new oak, 35% on the village
wines rising to 100% for the grand cru.
Red

Bourgogne Les Champs d’Argent

Patrice Cacheux

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

160.00

6

192.50

6

192.50

6

192.50

6

500.00

6

500.00

From vines within the commune of Vosne-Romanée but on the lower
side of the route nationale where the soil is richer and the drainage
less good. Ripe and round with just the right amount of oak. A delicious, elegant, spicy pinot noir. Drink 2018-2021.

Vosne-Romanée Les Chalandins
The vines are just outside the walled Clos Vougeot. Lovely mixture of
red and black fruits and a touch of toasty oak. Drink 2019-2023.

Vosne-Romanée Les Raviolles
Les Raviolles are the southernmost vines in Vosne on the border with
Nuits Saint Georges and the wine has a little more tannin as a result.
Fine fruit and lovely length and concentration. Drink 2020-2025.

Vosne-Romanée Les Ormes
Lovely, rich, full-bodied wine from the vines that you see from the
main road just in front of the village. Succulent and spicy with more
black than red fruits and a generous dose of new oak. Drink 20202025.

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru La Croix Rameau
A tiny enclave in grand cru Romanée-Saint-Vivant which is inexplicably classified only as a premier cru. Dense, rich and concentrated,
this is definitely grand cru quality. Drink 2020-2026.

Echézeaux
Splendid richness and concentration as a result of the low yields and
old vines. Carefully-extracted tannins complement the dazzling fruit,
a delicious, hedonistic wine that will give huge pleasure. Drink 20202026.
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Domaine Michel Magnien
Frédéric Magnien (right) is the fifth generation to run
the family estate based in Morey-Saint-Denis. He
joined his father, Michel in 1993 and has
gradually tempered the style, reducing the amount
of new oak and producing wines with more aroma,
fruit and elegance without losing the trademark
Magnien depth and richness. The domaine has
expanded from 4 hectares in 1967 to 19 hectares
today with the whole estate being farmed
biodynamically since 2010.

Frédéric Magnien

Red

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

Fixin

12

235.00

6

132.50

6

149.50

6

215.00

6

275.00

6

710.00

6

750.00

Under-rated village that makes full-bodied, characterful wines. Frédéric
didn’t extract too much tannin and combined with the ripe fruit this has
a rich, generous texture and long aftertaste. Drink 2020-2025.

Marsannay Morgottes
From the northernmost village of the Côte de Nuits, Les Morgottes is a
monopole of the domaine. Rich and concentrated with fine silky tannins. Will be delicious young and age well. Drink 2019-2025.

Morey-Saint-Denis
Big, rich, gamey wine with ripe red and black fruits on the nose. Rich,
succulent texture and long fresh aftertaste. Drink 2020-2026.

Gevrey-Chambertin Les Seuvrées Vieilles Vignes
From vines planted in 1942, Les Seuvrées lies adjacent to grand cru
Mazoyères-Chambertin. Close-knit texture, plenty of fruit and tannin,
lovely depth and concentration. 1er Cru quality. Drink 2020-2027.

Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Chaffots
Splendid premier cru on the slope just above grand cru Clos Saint Denis.
Intense and powerful. Stylish and elegant with great purity of fruit.
Drink 2020-2028.

Charmes-Chambertin
80% whole bunches, vinified 30% in clay jars and 70% in barrel.
Wonderful, vivid, exuberant aromas followed by magnificent,
voluptuous fruit on the palate. Drink 2020-2029.

Clos de la Roche
From 55 year old vines in this famous grand cru on the Morey-Gevrey
border. 50:50 jars and barrel fermentation. Restrained and harmonious
on the nose, splendidly concentrated and rich finish. Drink 2021-2030.
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Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini
Florence Heresztyn has taken over her share of the
family domaine, aided by her Champenois
husband Simon Mazzini and the quality since 2012
has been transformed with the 2015s their best
ever wines. Florence reported just enough rain in
August to keep the vines growing and harvested an
average-sized crop of 35 to 40 hl/ha. 50% to 65% of
the bunches were fermented intact on the top
wines which are rich and aromatic with fine,
succulent textures and splendid vitality.
Florence Heresztyn & Simon Mazzini

Red

Bourgogne Pinot Noir

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

12

189.00

6

215.00

6

232.50

6

325.00

6

325.00

6

710.00

All the vines are in the climat of Champ Franc in the commune of
Gevrey. The fruit is all destemmed and Florence took care not to
extract too much tannin from the thick-skinned berries. Ripe and
generous, absolutely delicious. Drink 2019-2022.

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes
From three parcels of 65+ year old vines on the warmer, lower slopes
of the village. Rich and opulent with lovely weight and concentration. Retains fine freshness but finishes sweet and long. Drink 20202024.

Gevrey Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Les Songes
From two plots (En Songe and Les Gueulepines) on the northern side
of Gevrey where the vines ripen a little later and the wines have
more structure and tannin. Full-bodied, powerful wine, archetypal
Gevrey. Drink 2020-2026.

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru La Perrière
Combines really ripe fruit with great vitality. A great success from
this small vineyard in the heart of the appellation just below the
grand cru of Mazis-Chambertin. Drink 2021-2028.

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Champonnets
65% of the fruit not destemmed. Intense, powerful wine with masses
of dark fruit, plenty of ripe tannin and spectacularly long finish.
Grand cru quality, as good as Fourrier’s premiers crus. Drink 20212030.

Clos-Saint-Denis
Again 65% whole bunches and 35% new oak. Has even more concentration and class. Beautifully ripe tannins, the proverbial iron fist
in a velvet glove. Drink 2022-2030.
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Domaine Jean-Marie Fourrier

Jean-Marie Fourrier

Yields were down 15% from 2014 but the wines are richer
and more concentrated. Jean-Marie continues to destem
all his fruit in contrast to the trend in
Burgundy to
leave a proportion of whole bunches. The grapes were
perfectly healthy after a hot, dry summer and needed little
sorting and the healthiness of the fruit will enable JeanMarie to bottle all his wines without fining nor filtration.
These are the richest, ripest wines since 2009 with carefullyextracted tannins and beautifully pure fruit.

Red (very limited, allocation only, please enquire)

Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

ESTIMATED PRICES

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes

6

222.50e

6

222.50e

6

455.00e

6

455.00e

6

455.00e

6

775.00e

6

830.00e

This comes from the domaine’s old vines planted in 1928 in the
lieu-dit of Champerrier on the northern border of Gevrey with
Brochon. Rich and spicy, this is tremendously aromatic with real
depth and power and a splendid, long aftertaste. Drink 20212027.

Chambolle-Musigny
The most forward wine in the Fourrier cellar. From a plot planted
in 1936, this is open and aromatic with masses of red and black
fruits and a sumptuous texture. Drink 2020-2026.

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Gruenchers
Also planted in 1928, this is every bit as good as Jean-Marie’s
Gevrey premiers crus. Powerful and concentrated with plenty of
ripe tannin and beautiful, succulent fruit. Drink 2021-2028.

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Goulots
From the cooler, northern side of Gevrey. Masses of fresh, red
berry fruit and fine, delicate texture. Beautiful poise and harmony, will age most gracefully. Drink 2021-2028.

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Combe Aux Moines
Adjacent to Goulots, Combe aux Moines has a similar stony soil.
Still very fresh but more black cherry and cassis fruit. Carefully
extracted, ripe tannins and long aftertaste. Drink 2022-2029.

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Saint Jacques
Tremendous concentration from the quality of the terroir coupled with the age of the vines, mostly planted in 1910. Rich and
spicy, this is has fabulous depth and concentration. Drink 20222030.

Griotte-Chambertin Grand Cru
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Domaine Rossignol-Trapet
Quality has soared since brothers Nicolas and David
Rossignol converted the domaine to biodynamic
viticulture in 2004. The wines now display significantly
more depth and concentration than when they
took over from their father in the 1990s.
The 2015 harvest ran for 6 days from September 7th
and gave an average yield of 40 hl/ha, just 5% less
than in 2014. The health and ripeness of the fruit
allowed up to 50% whole bunches to be used with
extraction limited to just remontage with no
pigeage practised at all.

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes

Nicolas Rossignol
Case Size
(75cl)

£ per case
IN BOND

6

165.00

6

200.00

6

345.00

6

550.00

6

837.50

The Rossignols are large land-owners in Gevrey enabling them to retain
the fruit only from their oldest vines, the rest being sold anonymously.
The result is a wine close to premier cru quality, fermented with 30%
whole bunches and aged in 10% new oak. Drink 2020-2026.

Beaune 1er Cru Les Teurons
A softer, rounder wine, just as concentrated but with less tannin.
More precocious but with the depth and balance to age gracefully.
Drink 2019-2026.

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Prieur
Splendidly-situated premier cru just below grand cru Mazis-Chambertin.
The 2015 is a great success with ripe, creamy fruit and a fine, generous
texture. Drink 2020-2027.

Chapelle-Chambertin
A warmer site just below Clos de Bèze, this is rich and unctuous with
immense power and concentration. Sweet, long finish. Drink 2021-2029.

Chambertin
The Rossignols own a sizeable 1.6 hectares of Chambertin with the
oldest vines dating from 1919. Fantastic wine with an impressive, tightly
-knit texture and explosive, sweet fruit on the finish. Drink 2022-2030.
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Other Bottle Formats

Estate

Wine

Case
Size

£ per
case
IN BOND

Chateau de Chamirey Mercurey Blanc

6x150cl

235.00

Chateau de Chamirey Mercurey Blanc ‘En Pierrelet’

6x150cl

275.00

Chateau de Chamirey Mercurey Blanc 1er Cru ‘La Mission’ Monopole

6x150cl

365.00

Chateau de Chamirey Mercurey Rouge

6x150cl

240.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Vosne-Romanée

6x150cl

555.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru ‘Aux Perdrix’ Quasi-Monopole

6x150cl

725.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru ‘Aux Perdrix’ Quasi-Monopole

1x300cl

260.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru ‘Aux Perdrix’ Quasi-Monopole

1x600cl

567.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Aux Perdrix ‘Les 8 Ouvrées’

6x150cl

980.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Aux Perdrix ‘Les 8 Ouvrées’

1x300cl

350.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Aux Perdrix ‘Les 8 Ouvrées’

1x600cl

740.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Echezeaux

6x150cl

1690.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Echezeaux

1x300cl

580.00

Domaine des Perdrix

Echezeaux

1x600cl

1200.00
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Contact Us
Erik Laan—erik@thevineking.com
Church Street
Hamish Chambers—Hamish@thevineking.com
West Road
Mark Irwin—mark@thevineking.com
Weybridge
Marta Johnston—marta@thevineking.com
East Molesey
Joseph Broad—joe@thevineking.com
Erik Laan Fine Wines Ltd
Unit 15, Gatwick Metro Centre, Balcombe Road, Horley, Surrey, RH6 9GA 01293 771 305

